
Ring  Of  Honor  Final  Battle
2022 Preview
It’s time to wrap up the Ring Of Honor year with its third
event, as Final Battle closes us out. As you might expect,
this is mainly going to be about AEW stars as Ring Of Honor is
less a promotion than a really big and loosely connected angle
on AEW TV at the moment. We have a double main event of FTR
defending the Tag Team Titles against the Briscoes in a double
dog collar match, plus Claudio Castagnoli challenging Chris
Jericho for the Ring Of honor World Title. Yeah that should
work. Let’s get to it.

Zero Hour: Jericho Appreciation Society vs. Shinobi Shadow
Squad

This is one of the several added matches to flesh out the
card, or in this case the card that happens before the card.
The Squad is one of those teams who pops up all the time in
Ring Of Honor but rarely gets to do anything important. In
other words, they are perfect to face a pair of goofs like
Menard and Parker in a match with absolutely nothing at stake
in a spot like this.

In what is probably going to be a trend, I’ll take the AEW
guys to win here as the Society gets to do their catchphrases
and such and win early. It’s a match that means nothing, but
the Society feels like the bigger stars because they have been
around more than once in the last few months. That is about
all you can ask for here in another match that is added onto
the card for the sake of content.

Zero Hour: Jeff Cobb vs. Mascara Dorada

Cobb is a much bigger deal in New Japan these days and Dorada
is better known as Gran Metalik. This is another match with no
story that has been thrown onto the show, but power vs. speed
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is the easiest wrestling formula in the world. It’s always fun
to watch Cobb throw someone around and Dorada is good enough
to put up quite the fight against him if they can have a
little time.

As good as Dorada can be, there is no reason to have him go
over someone like Cobb, so we’ll go with the logical choice of
Cobb winning. Cobb is someone who could be a star in AEW if he
was given the chance, but for some reason he only makes an odd
appearance  in  either  AEW  or  ROH.  Maybe  it  is  the  Japan
schedule, but he should be fine to win here in one of those
appearances.

Zero Hour: Willow Nightingale vs. Trish Adora

This is an interesting one as you have two women who have a
good bit of charisma each. They’re both fun to watch and catch
your attention every time they are in the ring so we certainly
shouldn’t be having a boring match. Adora is someone better
known for her independent stuff, though she was part of ROH’s
women’s division (whatever that might be worth).

In  another  case  of  “well,  one  of  them  works  for  AEW”,
Nightingale gets the win here as she is around a lot more
often than Adora. Nightingale is someone who feels like she is
ready to break through to the other side and steal the show in
a big match, but for now she can beat Adora and use that
incredible charm to give the fans a good time. That is more
than a lot of people can do and it should work fine here.

Zero Hour: The Kingdom vs. Top Flight

Now this one is interesting as I could see it going either
way. The Kingdom showed up a few months ago and promptly
disappeared again, because that’s how AEW works for a lot of
people. Top Flight is a team that can put on one entertaining
match after another, but they haven’t had the time to really
establish anything because of injuries. I’m not sure where
this one is going and that is a nice feeling.



Since they need the win more, I’ll go with the Kingdom, as
they haven’t actually done anything in a long time. Top Flight
is a team that already has some fan support and can absorb a
loss a bit better, but the Kingdom could go pretty far in Ring
Of Honor’s tag division. In other words, it should be a good
match, but sweet goodness I’m lost over whose momentum means
what where as the whole thing is so all over the place.

Swerve In Our Glory vs. Shane Taylor Promotions

This was set up on Dynamite as Shane Taylor made a surprise
appearance to confront his old partner Keith Lee. Instead of
setting up what should have been a pretty easy single match,
we’re treated to this instead, as we tie it into the AEW
story. That isn’t a bad idea, but it seems like Lee vs. Taylor
would be a more logical way to go, as Taylor’s partner (JD
Griffey) isn’t exactly a household name in either promotion.

This  seems  like  a  good  way  to  introduce  Shane  Taylor
Promotions rather quickly, even if that means Swerve In Our
Glory brings the loss on themselves by not being able to get
along. We should be in for a nice match either way as a power
and speed team like Lee and Strickland can do well against
anyone, even a mostly unknown entity like Griffey. Just get to
Taylor vs. Lee eventually though and this should work out.

TV Title: Samoa Joe(c) vs. Juice Robinson

The build for this one is more or less non-existent as Joe has
been feuding with Wardlow, even taking the TNT Title from him
at Full Gear. Robinson on the other hand just showed up (via
pretape) and said he was coming for the title, match made.
It’s not the best story and while normally I would say it’s
better than nothing, I’m not even sure if there is something
to this or not.

Give me Joe to win here, as Robinson shouldn’t be beating
someone who has gotten as much focus as Joe in recent weeks.
Save for Wardlow interfering and costing Joe the title, this



should  be  Joe  beating  the  talented  Robinson  after  a  good
match. Joe is building up a list of enemies, but he should at
least be able to hold onto both of his titles for a little
while longer.

Six Man Tag Team Titles: Dalton Castle/The Boys(c) vs. The
Embassy

Yes Ring Of Honor has Six Man Tag Team Titles and yes the
Embassy is still supposed to be a thing that matters despite
them losing so often. Castle has come off like a star every
time he has appeared on AEW TV and the Boys are the perfect
compliment to him. It makes sense to put him on a show like
this, but anyone against Brian Cage and the Gates of Agony is
asking for trouble.

You know what? Change the titles here. The Embassy is the most
worthless stable in AEW/ROH but at least they’re around on a
somewhat regular basis. Castle and the Boys being champions is
the most forgotten detail in the entire promotion right now so
get the belts off of them and move on to Castle getting to be
a solo act with the Boys as his backup. It makes more sense,
even if these titles have all the value of an expired coupon
for free soup.

Blake Christian/AR Fox vs. La Faccion Ingobernable

This is the match I’ll point to if the show runs long and it
just so happens to interfere with NXT. There is no reason for
this match to exist, let alone be on the main card, yet here
we  are  as  Christian  and  Fox  face  Rush  and  his  brother
Dralistico (making his debut in either ROH or AEW). Now we’re
getting what should be a one sided match, but you never can
tell with something like this.

I’ll take La Faccion to win here, as they’re facing Christian
and Fox in a match that feels like it belongs on Rampage at
best. Rush is someone that has been pushed over and over and
maybe this is the spot where he finally starts to click. Other



than that you have Fox, who has a lot of talent but needs to
actually win something around here. That won’t be the case
here, but maybe it can happen somewhere. La Faccion wins here.

Women’s Title: Mercedes Martinez(c) vs. Athena

This match has actually gotten a bit of build, as Athena has
turned into quite the bully as of late. Martinez doesn’t seem
to like that so now it’s time to fight. Martinez has not been
around over the last few months but once she is actually in
the ring, things get a lot better rather quickly. The question
now is how well that will work with Athena so maybe they have
something here.

I’ll go with Athena to win the title, as there is no need to
keep the title on Martinez. She is very talented but already
has a great reputation. Let Athena win something to establish
herself a bit better and then build up a star to take the
title from her. That’s the kind of thing that should work
well, assuming Athena is actually allowed to win something
outside of NXT for a change.

Pure Title: Daniel Garcia(c) vs. Wheeler Yuta

Man Garcia certainly seems to have cooled off a lot in recent
weeks, as he was the focal point of multiple shows and now is
just kind of there. That being said, if there is ever a way
for him to shine, it is by being in a Pure Rules match against
someone like Yuta, who can easily hang with him. This should
be good if they are given some time, which tends to be the
case in a Pure Rules match.

I have long since stopped trying to figure out the thinking
behind either of these two so I’ll say Yuta wins, more or less
on a coin flip. The Blackpool Combat Club needs a win after
everything that happened with William Regal so maybe this is
the  place  where  they  get  something  back.  Garcia  winning
wouldn’t surprise me either, but I’ll go with a new champion
here.



Tag Team Titles: FTR(c) vs. Briscoes

This is a double dog collar match, as it does seem like the
Briscoes vs. FTR is thrown into every major ROH show to pick
up the interest. That seems to be the case here and yeah,
that’s not a bad idea whatsoever. These teams can do amazing
things with each other and have done so throughout all of
their matches so far. Now just let them get crazy violent for
a change.

I’ll go with FTR winning here, even if the Briscoes need to
beat these guys at some point. That being said, the idea of
FTR losing one of their titles probably means a big drop off
for them as their entire deal is holding all three titles. I’m
thinking  they’ll  keep  the  titles  for  now,  though  a  title
change wouldn’t surprise me. Either way, this is probably
going to be another classic, which isn’t even a surprise here.

Ring  Of  Honor  World  Title:  Chris  Jericho(c)  vs.  Claudio
Castagnoli

So here we go. After two and a half months of Jericho being
treated as the greatest thing ever in Ring Of Honor and having
him run through one former champion after another, this should
be the time where he finally gets what is coming to him.
Jericho  needs  someone  to  take  the  title  from  him  and
Castagnoli being that man is as good of an option not named
Bryan Danielson that they have available.

In case it isn’t clear, Castagnoli wins here, putting things
right back where they were before the Jericho reign began. The
Ring Of Honor World Title still has some value to it and the
Jericho story has been the best thing from the entire ROH
universe in AEW. Now give us the big feel good moment to end
the show (assuming the dog collar match doesn’t headline) and
let everything be done.

Overall Thoughts



This show hasn’t been built well and some of the matches
(especially Zero Hour) have been thrown together with little
or no story. You kind of have to expect that when there is n
TV show, but now they need to execute. Most of the matches,
especially the two on top, should go very well, but it’s still
a bit hard to get fired up over a bunch of stuff that has been
put together either off camera or at the last minute. Either
way, we should be in for at least a mostly good show, as tends
to be the case with Ring Of Honor.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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